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Domino tricks tutorial

Domino Toppling Basics If you're new to domino tipping, then here are some helpful tips and advice on the basics of stalking. You need a lot of dominoes and a lot of patience to take down dominoes. It takes hard work, dedication and perseverance to make things right. But you will find it much easier if you follow the advice here. First, you need a very flat and hard surface to set up your dominoes. You will
find it extremely difficult to drop dominoes on carpets and rugs, so be warned. For small displays, a table can be large enough to accommodate your tiles. The really large exhibits are often mounted in gyms with hardwood floors. When setting up a large number of dominoes to take down, it is a good idea to make a series of security breaks in the sequence. You do this by removing some tiles at key points
of your pattern, which will save a lot of pain when a domino tile is accidentally knocked down, and prevents the chain reaction from knocking down all your hard work before you are ready. Straight lines The first domino training that a beginner should experience is the most basic and simple straight line. All you have to do is set up your dominoes directly one after the other. Don't have them at angles to each
other or you may find that they don't knock the one from the front, and they can also fall and hit a domino in another line next to it. The only skill in this movement is to ensure that the dominoes are spaced at the right distance from each other. If your tiles are 1.5 inches long, then you should space them about two-thirds of an inch not less than half an inch away. Further and they won't hit the next one. If they
are too close, then they will fall very fast and lose the satisfying effect you are after. No need to measure the precise distance between them, you should find that your own judgment is good enough after a few attempts. Turns A curve are two straight lines that are connected, but going in different directions. You can have any angle back you like 90 degrees, 180 degrees, any degree you want. The things to
know about curves are that the distance between dominoes is closer inside the curve, and to make sure that the angle between each tile that makes up the curve is not very large. Because the surface area of the hit in the next domino is smaller in a curve, you really want an angle of no more than 30 degrees between each tile. Splits or Split-Offs Split-offs are a single line of dominoes that branches into two
separate lines. These are the key to most complex patterns and displays that allow, freedom in your projects. The divisions are very easy to set up and involve only setting two dominoes side by side so that they are almost touching, placed on the front of a straight line. In line your subsequent tiles in two continuous lines, one for each of the two initials, branching into curves or two straight lines defined at an
angle to each other. . Combining lines, divisions and transforms you Create all kinds of patterns and drawings with only the basic elements of domino-toppling. Diamonds A diamond-shaped tipping configuration like the one illustrated below can be easily made and by being symmetrical, can be knocked down in any direction and used anywhere on a display, It is just a split with a series of compensated
dominoes about a quarter to a third of its width, now learn about the Intermediate Level Domino Toppling 1.- If the chips you raise are high score you will have to deduct points from the beginning in anticipation of a possible closure. If on the contrary they are medium or low you will not have this pressure, focusing on your own game and without having to lose points continuously. Minimize damage. 2. If
defeat seems closer than victory, say goodbye to the high clubs so that other players' high chips, not just yours, are thrown at the table. It should be noted that we will add all unplayed chips, both ours and the other way around. For example: If we throw the 2/6 chip into a 2 and leave the 6 open, not only do we remove 8 points, but we leave the configuration of another 6 ready. 3. Gives preference to high
versus low games, on an equal footing between two sticks, both in giving way to their own and to avoid or make war against opponents. For example: If we have two games on equal terms, let's get out of the long stick first; Just as if the opponent knows two games, we will avoid the development of the high stick against the low stick if we can choose. 4. Respect and protect the partner, especially if it is a
hand. Try to leave your bats open, open your bats alone or facilitate their entry, cover the unfavorable sticks and try to avoid the entry of the unfavorable sticks. 5. If you want to progress, you should use the designed as a method of information between the couple. Start with the classic thought: If I have only one tab of the stick that covered the game fast, if I have two or more I'll extend the designed to keep
my partner informed. 6. Agree with the partner before you start playing the intended on the way out and the token you usually choose for them (be it the double major accompanied or the double with the highest accompaniment). For example: I usually go out twice as much with more accompaniment, even if I have another great accompanied. When I have many chips out I usually play fast to make the
partner look like it's pretty good off. If, on the contrary, the game slowly that's why I don't have a good way out. Until the start forced by double six we can take advantage of it, whether or not you put the token, whenever it is allowed. 7. As long as you can play the chips you have the most. In this way, you expand your game possibilities, reduce those of the rest and inform the companion of your chips. 8.
Avoid glitches between your chips, especially in the first few laps and especially if is a hand. This rule is below because in the game of dominoes sooner or later we will be flawless, because with three or less chips we can not have all seven sticks. It's still a rule to be in mind. 9. Try to avoid getting rid of the minga or double fault at least in the first few laps (tab of which sticks we only have one). For
example: I have the 2/6 chip and I don't have two or more six, so its setting on the table leaves me powerless to fail two sticks. 10. Play twice as long as you have a chance, especially if it's high. It is especially important if we are beginners, because if we follow this rule we give information to the holding partner or not them among our tokens. For example, if I had a chance to play double five and didn't play,
the teammate can start the war in double five without fear that he is among our chips. 11. Consider the score in your decisions. Some examples: If we win for too long and have little to finish the game, for example 34/175 and the game is for 200, we have to try to win the game by dominating and avoiding dubious closures that we could still lose in our favor. In games with a set score of 196/195 to 200
points, it doesn't matter if you're off the hook as you just have to win to get the game. If we lose too much, we try to close and risk more, because we have to match the score. 12. Always value the elevator, the seven tokens you have raised, whether or not you are the hand. This way you can decide the strategy based on the quality of your game while gaining time to be able to think about the playing time.
For example: I raised 3 doubles (bad), I have a low score (well), I have no flaws (well), I have strength on stick 2 with four chips (well). 13. Control and don't face the sticks your partner kills. If your partner, for example, punishes the five with his chip, do not open the fives yourself and make sure that the opponent does not give them, for example, by throwing the sticks on the chips already played on the stick
in question. As an example, if your partner misses three and they are played at 2-3, 4-3, 6-3 and 1-3, the three can only enter in white or five, having to avoid giving or leaving these sticks open. 14. Use the squares to facilitate the placement by the partner of a clumsy double, pass the opponent, take a company, force the exit of a key token, ensure the configuration of the partner token,... 15. Think of full
chips and not sticks. So it's much more correct to think that my partner has 5/3 and 5/2 than the last two fives, for example. This conception of the game, considering the token of both sides, is certainly a breakthrough for the player initiated. 16. Play according to your position in the game. Adapt your game to the role according to position: the hand player will play by itself unless it raises a very bad game,
the next opposing player must punish the hand and not allow the handmate's support game, the Hand will protect the hand and facilitate your game, the best player or dessert has as main objective put it in the hand. 17. If your game is bad, try to minimize the damage and give the initiative to your partner. We have to keep in mind that in dominoes we play with fourteen chips of ourown, seven you play and
seven your partner. 18. Repeat the exit mate stick whenever you have a chance, unless it tells you that the output is not good (if you play with the thought on the exit). 19. Remember the chips played on the table, especially the partner's. Always keep in mind what your partner played and under what circumstances be able to deduct the remaining chips to play. 20. Prioritize connecting the opposing player's
stick to your right if the player is discolored, instead of connecting the open stick to your left, or as indicated in the slang let the sticks run. 21. Listen to your partner's criticisms, dispute whether you have arguments, and ask him or her to explain why you should have thrown that chip instead. You can always learn something, or at least we can deduce how the partner thinks so we can blend in. 22. In front of
the opponent's stick plays the one with the least accompaniment, preferably remaining in a failure. When we cover up the rival game, instead of opening the stick than we have more, it is usually preferable to go to failure to not have to face the rival game. For example, if the opponent's bat is 4, and I have the 4-2 and 4-3, taking three more and not two, I prefer to play the 4-2, because if I am forced to play
both I will open hopelessly the opponent's game. 23. Don't rush into throwing the chips, think of them. It is preferable to think about the plays and the chips, run to the choice of giving information using the method of thought. For example, I have two possible clubs on the 6th and 3rd time i play, with one chip each. If we are using the method of thinking should be played the chosen token quickly because we
have only one of each, but it is preferable to think about what we do. It uses, for example, the projected in the output, the one designed for a long time in case of having several of the stick that is killed, and cuts it only when we have the possibility to put token (we do not have the stick that we leave open and only one of the one we put). 24. Punish the rods of rivals. You must cover your sticks or those for
whom your game can enter. This principle should usually be applied as long as you cannot open your own game or partner as there is no better defense than a good attack. 25. Try to locate the big doubles as double six, five and four. It will be very useful not only to hang it, but above all to calculate closures and make the opposite uncomfortable. To do this, it discards players who could have played,
deducting their location. 26. Avoid placing a new guide, especially if game is controlled. By placing a more worn token, we better control the future of the game by reducing the possibilities, on the contrary, if we place a new token (that stick from which no token was played), more game possibilities are opened. Of course, cases where the new tab tag owns or the partner is deleted. 27. If your partner went
for a stick, you only have one stick token and you can prevent them from being square, try to save the last token of the opponent game as a defense, and save at the same time another token from the stick that accompanies it so you don't have to play it face to face. For example, if my partner has moved to two, and I have two-four, I'll have to get four more so I won't be forced to face both. 28. You should
always try to deduct the chips that others have and especially those of the partner, because it is absolutely necessary to play the last decisive rounds successfully. For this, consider the sticks to which they passed, and other questions such as: the thought of the partner, the exit and its answer, killing oneself the stick itself or the partner denotes no longer having the opposite point, having started a stick with
preference over another denotes preference over it, the chips expected by logic and not played Etc... Etc...
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